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PERSON ALITY AND THE FRONTAL
LOBES*
By WALTER FREEMAN, M .D., PH.D.,**
Washington, D .C.
Dr. Bernard T . McGhie, in whose honor this lecture was named,
brought to the field of public health such a wealth of energy and foresight that those who have followed after will always respect and admire
him. H~s efforts in the field of mental health were particularly productive. He stands in the forefront of those who have made Canada a safer
place for the mentally sick. Without h is achievements in improvement
of the state of the mentally ill, the conditions of these sufferers would
have remained at a lower level than they are today. This lecture deals
with some of the advances that have been made in the understanding of
mental patients as a by-product of prefrontal lobotomy or psychosurgery.
When a man does something foolish or peculiar, has used poor
judgment, or comes into conflict with the law, we are apt to say that he
doesn 't have brains enough to stay out of trouble.
It is therefore somewhat puzzling - and gratifying - to note that
lobotomized patients seldom get into trouble with the law . And when
they do, it is usually because the surgeon has been too conservative, has
cut too few pathways in the frontal lobes, and that the patient has relapsed into his psychosis.
This paradox of less brain and more common sense is one of the
many that confronts the student of psychosurgery. It may be said, as a
starter, that normal man uses his frontal lobes more for the purpose of
gelling into trouble and getting out again than for the purpose of staying
out of trouble.
But before we develop this thesis it may be well to go somewhat
into the background of human behavior, specifically with regard to
personality functions as mediated by the frontal lobes.
The frontal lobes are the parts of the brain most concerned with
behavior and personality. Large areas may be removed from other parts
*The Sixth B. T. McGhie Memorial Lecture ( 195 1) .
UFrom the Department of Neurology and Neurological Surgery, George Washington
University.
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of the brain and will cause certain alterations in behavior, but these depend for the most part upon the impairment of specific functions such
as motor power, or speech, or vision to one side. They have little effect
upon the personality except secondary to the disability. Even a whole
hemisphere may be removed for tumor and the patient may be little the
worse for it, speaking psychologically. Furthermore, one frontal lobe
may be removed rather extensively without causing more than temporary
personality alterations. Clearly the powers of compensation are very
great. Sometimes after operation upon both frontal lobes, for the treatment of mental disorders, one must search carefully to detect anything
wrong with the person.
Some years ago a distinguished Canadian investigator, D. 0 . Hebb,
reported the case of a young man who suffered an accident involving
both frontal lobes. For years he was a menace to himself and to society
because of frequent epileptic seizures and spells of violence. K . M. was
operated upon by Dr. Penfield and very carefully followed during the
ensuing years. Although a considerable part of the prefrontal areas had
to be removed at operation in order to eliminate the scarred cortex, the
patient returned to a wholesome normality. During World War II he
served overseas for ten months with a Canadian contingent, and was only
discharged because of the occurrence of another epileptic spell. Even
then the most minute search in this man 's personality by a battery of
mental tests revealed no demonstrable defects.
The failure of mental tests to reveal either positive or negative
symptoms after removal of a considerable portion of both frontal lobes
means either that the tests heretofore developed are not sensitive to the
defects, or that the powers of compensation on the part of the remaining
portions of the frontal lobes are so great that no measurable defect remains. We would prefer the former hypothesis, since it is almost unthinkable that the whole tip of the frontal lobe is either non-functioning,
or put there merely for decorative purposes.
I have had the good fortune to study rather closely a large number
of patients who have undergone frontal lobotomy. Most of the patients
were operated upon for mental disorder, although about a hundred
patients came for relief of unbearable pain. In order to assess the personality changes attributable to the severing of tracts in the frontal lobes,
it is necessary to exclude from consideration a fairly large number of
patients whose psychosis has been altered little if at all by the surgery.
From the practical standpoint these patients were either poorly chosen,
or they had inadequate operations. In the same category must be placed
a smaller number of patients who relapsed sooner or later and continued
to pursue a down-hill course. These patients, still psychotic, have such
a mixture of symptomatology, psychotic and post-surgical, that it is wellnigh impossible to distinguish the elements of th~ personality changes
attributable to the surgery. One might think that the pain cases were
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therefore ideal for estimation o f the changes of personality brought
about by lobotomy . There is, however, the defect in muP1 of this material, that the patients are physicall y ill, shortly to die of cancer, or maybe they are drug addicts, or have warped personalities, either to begin
with, or developing during the long term of suffering. I recall the case
of a middle-aged business man who for some twenty years bad suffered
from tabetic pains and crises. H e estimated that he had received some
25,000 injections of various sorts during that period. A testy, cranky
invalid, he was no proper subject for a satisfactory personality study,
especially since his morphine requirements were very considerable. Psychoneurotic patients are in many ways the best ones for personality study,
since they are usually intelligent, active and easily led to talk about
themselves. However, only the worst of these sufferers ever come to
operation, and then often only after years if not decades of distress and
treatment and more distress and more treatment, until they have lost
most of their original flexibility . In the material at hand however,
which comprises over a thousand patients followed at least two years
after lobotomy, many pertinent observations emerge. Some of these
personality traits are measurable, while others must remain upon an impressionistic basis until tests are devised to measure them.
Social Behavior
In the description of the social behavior of patients who have undergone lobotomy I am restricting myself to those patients who have recovered from a disabling neurosis or psychosis and who are able to get
along in their homes and in their jobs with little or no defect in their
social adjustment. If there is any change at all in them, it is usually in
the direction of better adjustment, greater tolerance to frustration, more
equable disposition, less tendency to worry over trifles, and absence of
feelings of physical discomfort. As one husband said of his wife after
operation : "My God, Doctor, you should have operated on her thirty
years ago."

The first trait that emerges in conversation with these patients is
their greater friendliness. This does not mean that they are necessarily
interested in others as persons, nor that they are people to whom one
would turn when faced with a serious problem in the hope of obtaining
wise advice. It is rather the friendliness of the unselfconscious person
who is quite at ease in a normal social situation. The typical patient is
quite normally responsive, neither shy nor effusive, and he responds
quite pleasantly, without undue reserve, and often with genuine good
humor. The friendliness is not tinctured with presumption, and the
patient is apt to follow rather than to lead the conversation. The actual
amount of response, which Cobb has measured, falls short of the normal,
in that elaboration of replies or opinions is neither as extensive nor as
varied as might be expected from the education or social position of the
patient. There is good rapport rather than deep empathy.
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The second characteristic worthy of note is the insensitiveness to
criticism, and this includes self-criticism_ One of my standard questions
is: "Do you have any faults ?" To this the patient responds usually that
he has plenty of them, but when I ask him to mention one he has to
search his memory for a while. Here again, elaboration is quite far below the average, particularly when considered against the background of
the insecure, tense, self-critical person that was originally operated upon.
The patient is by no means immune to criticism, but he may be criticized
rather more vigorously than before operation without having his feelings hurt. I have seldom observed a patient who became resentful under
criticism to the extent that he was unwilling to return for further discussion. · In the same way, it is possible to bring out before strangers
some of the little peculiarities which characterize the individual. Many
people would be a bit ashamed if their obesity and split seams were discussed before a class of medical students, but lobotomized patients enter
with interest into the situation in a rather objective way, admitting their
deficiencies quite freely and promising to do better in the future. They
do not show the normal resentment when being publicly chided. Sometimes thei r equanimity is unshakable.
Another trait of lobotomized patients is inertia. Like all the other
symptoms of frontal lobe deficit, this has a quantitative aspect, being the
least noted in patients whose operations have been performed far anteriorly. Furthermore, inertia is a phasic affair. It is quite as frequently
manifested in prolonged activity as it is merely in waiting for something
to come up. A lady may allow her breakfast dishes to accumulate in the
sink until close to supper time, but then, with industry, she not only
deans them up, but does the rest of the housework in half the time it
usually takes.
Closely allied with this inertia is the symptom of carelessness.
Patients remark themselves that dust has a way of accumulating. One
lady wrote me: "They usually had to go without dessert." Less time
and thought are spent upon beauty treatments and cosmetics, more upon
reading or playing solitaire. Inertia and carelessness tend to lower the
rate of promotion of men who have undergone lobotomy. Men are
content with doing a particular job in the way they are accustomed ; they
do not often strive to find better, quicker or more effective ways of doing things.
Patients are more apt to take their diversions sitting down. They
like the movies, television, the radio and card games. They go to church
and to ball games, but they are less likely to join actively in entertainment, although there have been some outstanding examples of leadership
in social and community enterprises. Patients do not get the normal
pleasure of writing letters, telephoning friends, taking lessions in art,
music or the like. They are a bit on the placid side. They lack the urge
to creative endeavor, whether it is with the typewriter, the piano, the
drawing-board or the cookbook. Their zeal for community uplift is apt
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to be less than might be expected. There are exceptions to this rule,
however, and maybe it is only an adventitious phenomenon, compounded
of the deep hurt and passive inactivity which characterized the period of
mental disorder. Nevertheless, this trait, a negative one, seems to fit
well with the inertia and lack of self-consciousness that seem to be primary phenomena related to reduction in the mass of frontal lobe available
for action.
Levels of Frontal Lobe Function
The study of patients who have undergone lobotomy, with return
to varying stages of social competence, has excited our interest, and in
trying to understand how they do so, we have developed theories of
function of the frontal lobes. A prime requisite for this study was the
knowledge, as exact as possible, of just where the surgical lesions had
been made. During the period that Watts was performing major prefrontal lobotomy, he injected iodized oil into the incisions for roentgenographic localization. We thus knew with considerable exactness how
far back of the frontal p<:>le along the longitudinal axis of the brain, the
incisions were made. Lacking anatomic control, it is of course impossible
to say how complete the incisions were, that is, how completely they
severed all the connections between the frontal poles and the rest of the
brain. From a number of specimens that have come to necropsy, however, it seems likely that the inferior and mesial angles of the frontal
lobes were spared in a fairly large proportion of cases. Nevertheless
since these areas are supplied by fibers that bend around the anterior
horn of the ventricle before turning downward and inward, it seems
likely that substantially all the afferent fibers from the thalamus to the
cortex were severed by the operation. This was proved in a few cases
in which it was possible to trace the degenerated fibers into the frontal
poles. Therefore, the roentgenograms of patients may be taken as reliable indicators of the amount of frontal lobe disconnected.
The reason for stressing this fact emerges when a study is made of
the relationship between the plane of section of the lobotomy and the
postoperative personality. Again, in estimating these changes, the material must be selected, the deteriorated patients being excluded. One of
the major defects in clinical studies on lobotomy cases is the inclusion of
patients, most schizophrenic, who had been hospitalized for several years.
The well-known scarring of the personality in such cases renders this
material unsatisfactory to work with. It is only when the "cleaned-up"
cases are selected, that is, neurotic or affective, or pain cases without
mental alterations, that valid conclusions may be drawn. When such a
series of cases is studied, it is easy to see that the farther posteriorly the
incisions are made the more glaring are the personality defects, whereas
the more anteriorly they are made the less appreciable they become.

When posterior incrsrons are made in patients suffering from
chronically disabling neuroses, the resulting personality may be alto-
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gether insufferable. Friendliness becomes exuberance; unself-conscious~
ness leads to boorish behavior; inertia develops into complete immobility,
alternating with aimless wandering from place to place with no apparent objective; carelessness extends even to matters of cleanliness and
personal toilet; and amusements are altogether trivial. The patient has
the strength of a man but the conscience of a child. This is the complete
picture of the defrontalized dement. Naturally this is too high a price
to pay for relief even from the most serious symptoms. While the patient
is relieved it is at the expense of the family and associates and society in
general. Fortunately such cases are rare, but they serve as a warning
against too extensive operation. These cases teach us, however, that the
frontal lobes are of major importance in social behavior.
Among the many questions that arise in connection with surgery
of the frontal lobes is that dealing with specific functions as against
quantitative performance. Is there a center for self-consciousness? is
there a center for friendliness? Is there a center for creative artistry, for
crusading zeal, for manual dexterity? The answer is almost certainly
no. On the other other hand, it might be asked whether operations at
the base of the frontal lobe have more effect upon self-consciousness
than do operations over the convexity or over the medial surface. When
tests for self-consciousness are better understood and applied in proper
cases, it may be possible to answer such a question. At the present time
the therapeutic efforts in psychosurgery are being applied with the purpose of restoring to society a large number of sick patients, and only a
few dimly perceived conclusions are being achieved. Restricted lobotomies, topectomies and cortical undercutting operations will in time give
comprehensible replies to such questions, particularly when anatomic
studies eventually become available in successful cases. Thus far, however, practically the only pathologic material in lobotomy cases has come
from the mental hospitals where patients who failed to improve are still
maintained.
There are a few hints, however, of localization within the frontal
lobes. Incision of the superior quadrants seems to have a somewhat more
quieting effect upon violent patients than incisions at the base, while
incisions at the base seem to have more effect in allaying painful affect
than superior incisions. The results in bimedial lobotomy and transorbital lobotomy are too recent as yet for final assessment.
There appears to be a certain hierarchy of functions mediated by
the frontal lobes. It may be that there is no functional localization
within the frontal lobes, just as there is little variation from one cytoarchitectonic area to another. Indeed, Bailey claims that all parts of the
prefrontal areas are equipotential. However, since the frontal lobes are
of such importance in the social behavvior of the human being, it might
be worthwhile for us now to examine the lobotomized individual on a
graded scale of social effectiveness, to see where such and such a cut
leaves him.
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Incisions 15 mm. behind the coronal suture and sphenoidal ridge
reduce the patient to the social level of the four-year-old child . I employ
the word social advisedly and emphatically. Social attainmen t has nothing to do with intelligence as such. The patient with lesions far posteriorly in the frontal lobes has an adequate vocabularly and can pass the
formal intelligence tests. But socially he is a completely worthless fellow.
He has to be pulled out of bed in the morning and it is a struggle to
make him bathe and dress. At the table he wolfs his food , and like as
not goes around after everybody else has finished and picks up the scraps
from their plates. His speech is a series of wisecracks, seasoned with
profanity and punctuated by guffaws or silly titters. When reproved he
shows no sense of shame. He is irresponsible with money, and woe to
the family if he finds the liquor bottle. He has no interest in anything
that will benefit the family, is completely lazy, irreverent and well-nigh
intolerable. Men (and women) have been locked up because of their
complete failure to recognize their responsibilities. It is remarkable, indeed, that so few of them come into serious conflict with the law.
Apparently they are lacking in the imagination necessary to think up
really new devilments. Beyond alcoholism in rare cases, a_nd financial
imprudence, and occasional promiscuity, these patients are fo rtunately
devoid of the desire to do things differently to the point that they become entangled with the law. They are children in their social behavior.
This is a sorry picture, and one fortunately seldom encountered.
Most of the social misbehavior encountered among patients submitted to
lobotomy is traceable to the unrelieved psychosis rather than to the
frontal lobe deficit. For instance, two homicides which are known to me
through indirect reports, were committed by relapsing paranoid schizophrenics whose families were unwilling to recognize the peril under
which they lived. Other instances have been mostly on the level of misdeameanor, for which the patients were recommitted to hospital in some
cases and warned in others. Shoplifting, petit larceny and other crimes
have been few , and acts against property such as armed robbery, burglary and so on have been practically unheard-of. In their misdemeanors
as in their home life, these people manifest an immaturity, a defect in
judgement, rather than antisocial violent behavior. There is no case to
my knowledge in which the question of lobotomy in relation to competence has come before the courts. It would be hazardous to say what
decision might be arrived at.
Patients who have been operated upon in the plane of the coronal
suture and sphenoidal ridge present a very different picture from those
who have undergone a radical posterior operation. In many instances it
would be difficult to tell that such a patient had been operated upon
unless the life history were known . Such an individual is friendly, open,
unabashed, industrious, careful with his resources and in all respects an
averages member of the community. He is able to maintain himself and
his family at a moderate level of competence, and to follow the lead of
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others ·in community endeavors. What he lacks is the normal pre-occupation with the future, and the ability to plan comprehensively to meet
the various contingencies which might arise. Furthermore, he acts in a
practical manner when events come up. He decides quickly and usually
correctly, although without the anxious seeking for the best possible
solution, and without the normal regret or disgust if things do not turn
out as he expected them to. He wastes no time on regrets and recriminations, but goes optimistically about the solution of a new problem if
it is not too difficult. Lacking a comprehensive plan, he is apt to accept
suggestions from those who can plan better, and he carries out suggestions in an acceptable manner, although without much improvisation.
His standard of morality is determind by his associates, tending to be
quite in conformity with his upbringing. If examined with a critical eye,
this person is found lacking in fertility of imagination, lacking in the
restless energy that seeks an outlet in activities that would bring about a
change in his environment. He is content with things as they are. He
is simple in his tastes and habits, direct in his thinking, and uninspired
in his imagination. But he is far from a robot. He is merely boring in
his adherence to his fixed pattern. He is self-consistent to a degree which
makes him an uninteresting companion. While he is friendly he is not
able to enter into the give-and-take of friend ship. While he is industrious he does not accomplish much, probably because of distractibility. He
is unable to talk about himself, nor is he a good listener when a friend
tries to engage him in serious conversation. He is apt to turn off the
stream of conversation with some cliche, or direct his interest to some
inconsequential happening that has caught his interest. He may have
as good skill as ever in games, but when he wants to stop he does so
without regard to the desires of his partners and opponents, and with no
concern over the one-sidedness of the score. As one sister said of her
brother: "He plays ping pong as well as he ever did, but he doesn 't go
after the hard ones."
The patient whose operation lies in this standard plane is functioning adequately at the social level as far as occupation and recreation go,
but he falls far short of the possibilities he originally manifested. As
a social asset he is far better than a complaining invalid, but he lacks a
good many of the socially desirable traits that are found in healthy individuals who still have the tips of their frontal lobes in functioning condition.
Patients who have recovered from disabling maladies as the result
of prefrontal lobotomy performed far anterior in the brain are few in
number, but well worthy of study, since they reveal some of the higher
functions of the frontal lobes. These are really interesting people. They
are courteous, even gracious in their friendliness ; they keep their opinions
under cover unless asked for them, and then they can elaborate upon
their impressions, with comments that are acute and often humorous.
They are quite natural in their conversation, definitely interested in
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what the other person has to say, and anxious to make a good impression. In their social activities they mingle well with others, are at ease
in social situations. They do not show when they are tired or bored,
their speech is used in moderation and friendliness. They are quick to
respond to calls for help, and they function well on committees. It is
difficult to find fault with such people. It is only when trying to probe
some of the inner life that one encounters difficulties. They simply are
not interested in themselves, in their emotions and motivations, in their
personalities, in their introspections. They are not necessarily extraverts
(extraverts are unlikely to undergo lobotomy) but they are simply not
introverts. That side of their nature has been suppressed. While these
people are quite harmoniously adjusted with themselves and with society
they are not driven by some inner urge toward the creative act. They
are somewhat more light-hearted than they ought to be; they are not indined to worry over the distant future or to stay awake nights pondering
their problems. Even in these people, operated upon far toward the tips
of the frontal lobes, there is little tendency to dream. They are freed
from the feeling that they ought to be doing something to benefit humanity, to make the world a better place to live in, to act with an eye
upon the future life. They do not suffer from W e/tschmerz. It seems
as though they had been bereft of crusading zeal and creative urge.
From the standpoint of personal comfort, people with crusading
zeal and creative urge may not be very easy to get along with, and the
world might be an easier if not a better place to live in if we had fewer
people' with crusading zeals and creative urges, especially if they conflict
with our own zeals and urges. But it is such characteristics as these
which differentiate people from one another and keep us on the alert to
detect the fulness of the personalities whom we encounter. I know of
only one patient who, after lobotomy, took up the study of portraiture
and painted an acceptable picture. All other instances of the creative
urge, as described by Reitman and others, have been examples of a hangover from the period of illness. When the creative spell was accomplished
the urge was over and no further creative works were undertaken.
Creativeness in the field of personal relations is also a closed book
for lobotomized patients. I have observed a number of lawyers and other
men of professional caliber who have resumed their occupations <JUite
effectively, but my experience with a few physicians has been disappointing. Professions requiring personal counseling seem to be beyond the
capacity of the individual who has been lobotomized. To put the matter
a bit too simply, I believe that these people don't know when to keep
their mouths shut. They are satisfied with the obvious answer and do
not take the time to weigh the various possibilities, probabilities and
impossibilities in the way in which the fully endowed individual delights.

The Higher Homeostasis
One might be led by the above discussion to the idea that most of
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us were carrying on with little functioning of the frontal lobes lying
anterior to the coronal suture. Probably that amount of brain tlssue
suffices for the performance of our everyday tasks and for the enjoyment
of our leisure. When we think of the activities of the brain, including
the whole of it, the cerebellum, basal ganglia and everything else, the
brain is designed mostly for the purpose of restoring a state of equilibrium which bas been disturbed by events in our lives. There is a neural
mechanism responsible for maintaining the upright posture on an icy
street. There is another which underlies the rather complicated but enjoyable method of restoring blood glucose to a comfortable level. Anticipatory mechanisms may be called upon for the purpose of maintainiDg
individual and social homeostasis, such as sowing and reaping, drilling
for oil and paying life insurance premiums. While such mechanisms in
the anticipatory field are quite strictly human, there are some still higher,
and designed rather to upset the equilibrium, to push homeostasis to the
limits of tolerance, to depart from the well-ordered trails of our existence, to scale the peaks in defiance of the tenets of safety and comfort.
There must be some sort of higher homeostasis that beckons us to
leave the comfort of the fires ide and toil upward upon the snowy slopes
with the possibility of a broken leg to reward us for a too-rapid descent
on a ski run. There must surely be some sort of anticipatory homeostasis
that leads the inventor and experimenter to depart from the known and
endure the perils and privations of the man who dares to do things differently. And there must equally be some ~ort of satisfaction gained
from the exercise of the highest powers of the human brain, the ability
to imagine something which never happened. Here we reach the acme
in human endeavor, the realm of fantasy and ecstasy. This, in particular,
is the field that is closed to the patient who has undergone lobotomy,
even far anterior. The lobotomized patient is not adventurous, either in
the flesh or in the spirit.
While the various levels of frontal lobe function have thus been
indicated, it bas not yet been satisfactorily proved whether there is any
definite orientation in an anteroposterior axis of these progressively
more developed skills. It has not been proved whether the removal of
say fifteen grams of frontal cortex from each frontal lobe by topectomy
will have the same effect upon the personality whether these fifteen
grams are resected from the superior frontal gyrus, the opercular area
or the orbital area. The schizophrenic patients who were submitted to
topectomy in the various Greystone projects were all of a sort who could
not be examined with regard to these personality functions. Hence our
theories of the hierarchy of functions in the frontal lobes must be based
upon indirect evidence, some of it rather tenuous, but nevertheless intriguing. Gross abnormalities like tumors and scars and various injuries,
surgical and otherwise, are too lacking in precision and too frequently
accompanied by other phenomena to allow them to weigh heavily in
evidence. Apparently the most fruitful areas for therapeutic resection
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lie at the frontal pole and at the base, less so on the medial aspect or
over the convexity. This already gives us a hint, however, since treatment of a mental disorder by surgery is aimed at suppressing the
abnormal fantasy life. But more of this later on. Even this cannot be
called very good evidence, since posterior resections may easily involve
fibers that lie beneath the convolutions operated upon, yet are connected
with those farther anterior.
Another bit of evidence of such an integration in the frontal lobe
comes from observation of the steps in the development of a psychosis
or neurosis from the period of its inception to the period of disability
or complete helplessness. The disorder has its inception in an increasing attention devoted by the individual to the subject of himself.

Fantasy and Psychosis I
Most of the functional psychoses and neuroses seem to begin in the
realm of fantasy. The premonitory signs of disorder consist in increased
attention devoted to the person, whether the person is considered as an
assembly of organs, or as a unit of society. Consider the previously
healthy housewife and mother whose childten have achieved various
stages of maturity at the same time as her husband becomes more and
more occupied with business affairs and less able or willing to participate
in domestic activities. Here is a lady whose biological functions are beginning to lose their resilience. At the same time, having acquired a
habit of industry and executive capacity, she wishes to maintain her position at the head of the family . Arising early in order to see that the
household is in running order in time for her husband to go to work,
she also stays up until the last of her children is home and ready to be
tucked in for the night. It's a long day, and no wonder if, at the end of
the holiday season, she finds herself fatigued beyond her usual state. If
illness in the family should demand greater application on her part, or
if a new daughter-in-law, or worse yet a widowed mother-in-law, enters
the family group, the adaptive capacity may be worn thin. The fatigued
individual stays awake pondering the activities of tomorrow and of a
series of tomorrows, until there seems to be no end to the vista of more
work and less satisfaction. Driven by a sense of duty, this lady strains
to accommodate herself to the needs of others. She concentrates on
domestic achievement at the expense of her achievements in other fields
such as piano playing, letter writing, attendance at civic organizations.
She resigns from committee posts, is too tired to attend concerts and
other social gatherings, tends to become a household drudge. This in
itself should be a warning phenomenon. Overwork is more often a
symptom of a nervous breakdown than it is the cause of a nervous breakdown . There is already a lowering of the social productivity in this lady,
a reduction of her level of effectiveness from the artistic, social and
creative level to the occupational and simple recreational level. O n the
basis of mild physical symptoms she is told to rest more, and consequent-
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ly restricts her physical activities, while at the same time she is more than
likely to devote herself to further preoccupation with her own thoughts
and ideas.
Now, contemplation of the self may be a good thing if it leads to
increased social effectiveness, but all too likely there is a tendency to retreat into unsatisfying rumination over mistakes and failures, with selfquestioning that can only lead to feeling of regret and even guilt. Resilience is lost, insomnia begins, and hours are spent reviewing situations
which have occurred in the past, but without the healthy decisiveness
and incisiveness which lead toward increased social effectiveness. The
affected person searches in the situation and within herself for acceptable answers, and with that perverse alertness that comes from too prolonged contemplation, begins to perceive something strange, something
unusual, something sinister in the situation. It may be within herself
that she sees things going wrong and wonders whether she may be developing a serious illness, maybe a cancer. Searching around in her
anatomy for sensations of one part or another, she becomes aware, maybe
for the first time, that she has a stomach, or has a heart and- that it is
acting in peculiar fashion . This type of concentrated attention, if it is
anchored to visceral activity, may lead to hypochondriacal complaints,
which further impair the usefulness of the patient. On the other hand,
the direction of fantasy may lead this gracious lady to examine herself
through the eyes of contemporaries and of her children. Realizing she
has lost the power t.o attract others physically, she scans the horizon for
instances when she has been slighted, or criticized, or embarrassed, or
made ridiculous. Shame and g uilt are heavy burdens to bear. Or maybe
she comes to believe that others do not shqw sufficient appreciation of
her efforts, that they are neglecting. her, criticizing her, trying to make
her feel uncomfortable. Either of these ways of reacting, when carried
to an extreme degree, becomes incompatible with even a wholesome
occupational effectiveness. The patient is. then facing disability at the
domestic level. Through brooding either on her physical symptoms or
on her social incapacity or on the machinations of others, she becomes
preoccupied with these thoughts to the exclusion of a more balanced
and wholesome interest in outside activities. Her morale falls and illness
is apparent.
It is superfluous to consider all the various and sundry ways in
which a nervous breakdown develops. The point is that this lady, beginning with self-examination, becomes caught in the toils of preoccupation to a point where her effective existence is abolished by futile fantasy
in regard to herself. She is thinking in terms of I and ME rather than in
terms of YOU and US. It is her stomach, or her head, or her faults ; or
on the other hand, the criticisms directed at her, the rudeness and thoughtlessness which have made her uncomfortable; or finally, at the unfaithfulness of her husband, or the machinations of others directed at her,
which are causing her to have a nervous breakdown.
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We are far from an understanding of the ways in which the nervous
system participates in the development of fixation of the fantasy life.
Presumably the same mechanisms prevail which are present in all learning processes, but the emotional tinging in such subjective events is of
a different order of magnitude from that which attaches to objective
participation in the maintenance of social custom. As previously indicated it is useful to contemplate the self when some good can come from
it, but the circular thinking in regard to the self that never reaches a
workable conclusion apparently deprives the cerebral mechanisms of
adaptive capacity. Then the fantasy life dominates the rest of the cerebral organization, and reduces the mechanisms available for effective
living.
Experience with lobotomy seems to indicate that incisions far forward can substantially eliminate preoccupation with the self, without
impairing other capacities in the least. The point is that if the preoccupation with the self has been allowed to persist for a prolonged period,
anterior incisions will be ineffective in restoring the balance. This seems
to mean that the function of fantasy, at first carried on by regions of the
brain dose to the tip of the frontal lobes has been taken over by portions
of the frontal lobes lying farther posterior. When this occurs, anterior
incisions no longer interrupt sufficient thalamofrontal connections to
suppress the emotional component which is attached to ideas concerning
the self. In order to eliminate the obsessions or the ruminations or the
compulsions or the hypochondriacal complaints of long standing it is.
necessary to sever more of the connections, with consequent falling off
in the social effectiveness of the operated individual.
There is another aspect which bears on this relationship of the tips
of the frontal lobes to the fantasy life. Given an individual who has not
proken with reality in the psychotic sense, for any length of time, who
still has within him a good deal of constructive social capacity, although
suffering severely from neurotic disability, a relatively anterior operation
will accomplish good results in terms of social adaptation, whereas the
same operation performed on a patient who has stepped over the boundary of psychosis, with a wealth of delusional material more or less imJ
planted is completely ineffective. On the other hand, the latter type of
,patient can undergo a radical operation with much less impairment of
social capacity than would be anticipated.
Presumably what occurs in such cases, is that the mechanisms of the
frontal lobes that underlie adequate social behavior have also been shifted
in the posterior direction, or possibly have been concentrated in locations
that lie posterior to the surgical incisions.
It would seem from this series of observations that the prefrontal
cortex retains a considerable amount of equipotentiality. This is further
attested by the fact that in recovered patients, reorganization of patterns
of adequate social behavior can continue for a period of at least two and
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maybe five years, so that (again stressing recovered patients) many of
the arts of social intercourse, the skills underlying the maturing of the
individual personality, are built up again and enable the operated individual to reach heights of social effectiveness beyond those which were
present before the onset of the mental disorder. Such instances are relatively few, but they are both instructive and gratifying.
The obverse of this picture is that of the individual who has undergone operation with apparent restoration to an excellent level of integration, and then, when everything seems to be quite perfect, relapses into
psychosis. When relapse occurs, it follows the identical pattern of the
original disorder. This seems to mean that those parts of the frontal
lobes lying behind the incisions have established certain patterns of
integration under the driving force of the original control from the more
anteriorly placed prefrontal areas, and, under certain circumstances that
are not at all clear, set up a secondary driving focus and recommence
their pathologic activity. In about half of such patients, reoperation
farther posteriorly may result in apparently permanent abolition of the
psychotic pattern, but with further impairment of residual social effectiveness. Relapsed patients who have been allowed to go on without
operation, however, show persistent and even advancing disability, with
eventual emotional deterioration. In them the primary operation has
merely arrested temporarily the progress of the psychosis.
Q11antitative St11dies
There is valid evidence of a quantitative relationship between the
amount of frontal lobe disconnected at the time of operation and the
resulting fantasy life,_ particularly in regard to the contemplation of the
self. For the past two years Doctor Mary Frances Robinson of St. Joseph,
Mo., has devoted considerable time and skill to the devising of tests that
would be reliable indicators of frontal lobe deficit. Working with our
lobotomy cases she has come to the conclusion that the lowering in the
test scores found by many in vestigators can be attributed to the underlying mental disorder, or to brain damage in general, and are not specific
for the frontal lobes. Indeed, in many of the test situations, the scores
achieved by patients after operation have been superior to those achieved
before operation. This does not mean that a high postoperative score
is achieved because there is less brain tissue in proper working condition,
but because the interfering factors of emotional blocking and preoccupation with the self have been done away with, so that the patient comes
to the test situation with a mind cleared for action.
Dr. Robinson's work is still going on, but it seems worth while t<;>
indicate two aspects of her research, since the findings seem to point
without question to specific action by the frontal lobes, and in a quantitative manner. She divided her material into four different groups,
according to the demonstrated location of the incisions: radical or posterior, standard, anterior, and transorbital. She started her research with
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the disarmingly simple formula: Get the patient to talk about himself
and find out how long he can keep it up. In order to establish rapport
and to accustom the patient to talk she commences with an impersonal
subject:
"Which season do you like the best?"
When ·the patient answers, she then asks:
" Now tell me all the reasons you can think of why you like that
season the best. I'm going to time you with this stopwatch, so keep it
up as long as you can think of the various reasons why you like that
season the best." (Repetition is essential.)
When the patient has exhausted the discussion of the season, Dr.
Robinson takes the more personal aspect of the Self-Regarding-Span :
"I want you to tell me all that you can about yourself, what kind
of person you are. I don't care about knowing what you have or what
you do, but just what sort of person you are. Think about yourself as
a person and describe your personality to me as long as you can. 1'1\
keep time with this stopwatch, so keep on talking about yourself as long
as possible."
When the patient has exhausted this topic, Dr. Robinson turns to
the past, in much the same fashion :
" Now tell me what sort of person you were around the age of fifteen. I don 't want you to tell me what you did so much as what you
were like. What sort of person were you really at the age of 15 ?"
Dr. Robinson then turns to the future:
"Are there any changes you would like to make in yourself in the
times to come? Are there any faults you would really like to correct?
Just tell me what sort of person you would like to be like in the future."
The results of these tests for the Self- Regarding- Span are much
more revealing than the relatively minor differences that show up in so
many of the operated patients with other tests. Adding the length of
time that patients can talk about themselves in the present, the past and
the future, Dr. Robinson finds that recovered psychotic patients who did
not undergo any operation, that is, the control group, could continue
their responses for a total of eight minutes or so. Patients who had undergone transorbital lobotomy continued for seven minutes, patients
with standard lobotomy talked for four minutes, while those who had
been operated upon posterior to the coronal suture and sphenoidal ridge
ran out of topics at the end of two minutes.
Dr. Robinson is at work on evaluation of the qualitative aspects of
the responses as given by the patients, which may be expected to reveal
a rather simplified attitude toward the self, but for the moment it will
be sufficient to stress merely the quantitative aspects. It seems clear that
the patient whose frontal lobes have been partially inactivated, even
though he may behave in exemplary fashion in the world of his fellows,
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is lacking to a greater or lesser degree in the ability to think about himself in response to direct invitation to do so. It is an effort, and on the
whole an unrewarding one. The situation is placed before him by the
examiner, and he responds as best he can, but with an inferior performance as compared to the patient recovered without operation.
We have devised no test as yet, and probably there will be no test
po~sible to devise, that will measure at all accurately the amount of time
which a patient spontaneously spends in self-contemplation. If introspection is difficult even under test conditions, it would seem likely that
the patient who has been operated upon would spend Little time reviewing events of the past or possibilities of the future just for the pleasure
of doing so. I often ask patients whether they spend much time thinking about themselves. If they do so I am inclined to believe that the
operation has been a failure and that relapse is to be expected.
The Self-Regarding-Span tests seem to be more or less specific for
frontal lobe funtcion . They are sensitive to minor degrees of lobotomy
such as the anterior and the transorbital, whereas no other tests reveal
defects in such patients.
In another test, Dr. Robinson has devised a series of twenty questions, selected after a trial of several hundred possibilities, which are
designed to measure the sen ibility of the patient, his awareness of the
opinions of others, and the patient's own reaction to situations that call
f or tact, discretion, self-criticism, and so on. The questions are balanced
so that normal college students have a correct balance between the insensitive and the hypersensitive. In other words, the normal Sensibility
Quotient should be close to zero. Recovered psychotic patients turn out
.to have a Sensibility Quotient of plus 9, while among the lobotomized
patients there is a steady downward g radient from a Sensibility Quotient
of minus 4 for the transorbital lobotomy cases, down to minus 12 for
the radical lobotomy cases.
Both these tests are the outgrowth of prolonged study and experience with these patients, and they seem to fit best with some of the
known characteristics both of the psychotic individuals who are too
sensitive and who spend too much time in contemplation of themselves,
and the operated individuals who are on the whole insensitive, and little
attracted to contemplation of themselves. The tests, as devised, are of
interest especially because of the quantitative relationship of these personality characteristics with the amount of frontal lobe inactivated.
Conclusions
The frontal lobes are closely concerned with personality. Even
moderate damage to both frontal lobes in previously normal individuals
results in gross disturbances in social effectiveness. However, surgical
damage to the frontal lobes in patients who are already suffering from
extreme disturbances in social effectiveness as the result of neurosis or
psychosis, may yield gratifying results in terms of restoration to effec-
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tive social existence. There is a paradox here, in that it becomes evident
that under certain conditions, people can think better with less brain.
Evidence derived from accurately known frontal lobe lesions of
lobotomy exposes a hierarchy of function in the frontal lobes, leading
upward from the relatively simple motor skills required for delicate
manipulations, through the social skills required for occupational and
recreational adjustments, and then to the constructive and creative skills
with fantasy as the acme. Since anterior incisions may abolish a neurosis
or psychosis without otherwise affecting the personality, it would seem
that the fantasy formation underlying the mental disorder must be located
in the most anterior portion of the frontal lobe. This is all the more
true if it is considered that injuries to other parts of the brain do not
abolish fantasy.
Mental disorders are considered as the result of spreading perverse
neural activities in the frontal lobes, impairing the normal functions in
the hierarchy, and in the reverse order of their development. The patient
loses first his creative and constructive skills, then his recreational and
occupational skills, and finally even the skills required to remain at
home, to care for himself in the hospital, or even to stay alive.
Tests have been devised to measure the Self-Regarding-Span and
the Sensibility Quotient. These show a quantitative relationship between
the location of the incision and the deviation of the personality in two
familiar aspects, the ability to introspect and the ability to respond to
social situations. The more frontal lobe disconnected the shorter the
period of self-examination and the less sensitive the person to his environment. The more of the frontal lobe remaining intact, provided the
original disorder is relieved, the more perfectly the individual will develop
and mature in his social relationships.

ABSTRACf: GALL BLADDER SURGERY IN A COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

R. H.

THOMPSON

New England J. Med. 244:347-1,
Mar. 8, '50.
The records of 500 patients operated
upon in a community hospital for gallbladder disease are reviewed.
The cases are divided into two series
of 250 successive operations separated
by about 6Y2 years. The last case of
the second series was in 1950.
Certain tendencies are shown. In
the second and more recent group
there were more opera'tions during the
acute phase of cholecystitis. The postoperative period of hospitalization was
shorter in the second series and the

mortality rate was less.
X -ray examinations showed tha·r
33% of patients at this hospital suffering from gallstones displayed opaque
calculi on a flat plate and 90 % of
cases of gall bladder disease were diagnosed correctly using all available
roentgenographic procedures.
Cholecystectomy without common
duct exploration is being carried out
very frequently in jaundiced patients
and in those with small calculi in the
gall bladder.
Still, nearly half ( 47%) of the common ducts explored in this series contained stones. --GLEN BENDING, '52.

ON THE RESULTS OF SYMPATHECTOMY
OF THE HUMAN LIMBS
HENRY BARCROFT, M.A., M.D .,*
On a point of medical or physiological history we can recall that the
first important attack upon the sympathetic chain in man for the treatment of vascular disease stems from the work of Hunter and Royle of
Sydney. Hunter, Professor of Anatomy, held that overaction of the
sympathetic was responsible for certain cases of spasticity. Royle, Consultant Surgeon to the hospital, who independently arrived at the same
opinion, performed sympathectomies for relief of the spasm. Royle
(1924) noticed that after operation the circulation in the feet was more
active and the toes were warmer. This led him later to perform a cervicoDorsal and a lumbar sympathectomy for Raynaud's disease at New
Haven, Connecticut. The records of the case are in the historical library
at Yale (Fulton 1928) . The encouraging results led Adson and Brown
(1929) to devise important improvements in the technique of cervico.dorsal sympathectomy. In the original work on the dorsal approach to
the stellate ganglion they were assisted by Professor Sir James Learmonth,
who at that time held an appointment at the Mayo Clinic. One of the
first papers on the results of the Adson and Brown operation was that
of Lewis and Landis (1929); the authors called attention to the fact that
part of the tone released at operation was later regained. The skin, at
first pink, in about two days became paler. The digital arteries, at first
pulsating vigorously, in about four days no longer pulsated. Regain of
tone after sympathectomy had been noted by Dale and Richards in the
blood vessels of eat's paw, but Lewis and Landis drew special attention
to the fact that theirs was the first observation of regain of tone of human arteries, and asked that this should be confirmed.
It is about this question of regain of tone after sympathectomy that
the following recent experiments are concerned. For this purpose a very
simple technique was developed for measuring the blood flow in the
hand or foot with a plethysmograph ; the details need not concern us
(Barcroft and Walker, 1949; Lynn and Barcroft 1950) , further than to
note that the plethysmograph is a much more accurate and direct method
of measuring blood flow than the skin temperature method, and that
the simplifications enabled blood flows in the hand or foot to be measured with no more trouble to the patient, lying comfortably in bed, than,
say, making a record of his pulse with a polygraph. It became possible
for the first time to record the rate of the blood flow through a large
number of hands and feet dail y before and after sympathectomy. And
here may I express our gratitude to Professor Sir James Paterson Ross,
to Professor Charles Rob and to Mr. Peter Martin for their permission
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to carry out the investigations on their patients. The results are shown
in Fig. 1. Each curve represents the averaged results obtained on several
limbs. Those at the top were on limbs operated on for excessive sweating, and we may take it that they show the typical reactions of normal
human arteries to sympathectomy. Here we are dealing with a genuinely
physiological process. Below them are the results obtained on limbs
operated on for peripheral vascular disease: Raynaud 's, acrocyanosis,
arteriosclerosis, for the most part arteries in which vasodilatation was
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.restricted to a smaller or greater extent by organic changes in the vessel
walls. In general it will be seen that sympathectomy (indicated by the
vertical line) was followed by vasodilatation. This followed the release
of the vessels from the tonic vasoconstrictor impulses arri~ing from the
vasomotor centre. However, it will be seen that this hyperaemia soon
subsided to a large extent and in a fortnight the circulation had settled
down to a nearly steady rate usuall y somewhat above the preoperative
level. It may be n9ted ( 1) that the hyperaemia was not due to substances released by the trauma of the operation since in cases of unilateral
operation it occurred on the operated side only; (2) that the completeness of the sympathectomies was tested later in many of the limbs and
confirmed in nearly all of them . The following comments may be made
on Fig. 1:1. The subsidence of the hyperaemia is in accordance with Lewis and
Landis' observations of the regain of tone by the vessels of the skin and
by digital arteries.
2. Its explanation remains a puzzling and fascinating problem. Cannon
and Rosenbleuth (1949) have shown that denervated structures, including plain muscles, undergo very fundamental hanges in the architecture
of their physiological functions including increased sensitivity to chemical and physical stimuli. W e do .not yet know why the vessels of the
hand and foot regain much of their tone soon after denervation.
3. It will be seen that the averaged results of digit temperatures which
were also measured both before and after sympathectomy have been
plotted in Fig. 1. Digit temperature remained high, as Adson and Brown
had previously found ; it did not subside like the hand blood flow. Here
is another puzzle. It may be that finger blood flow really does diminish
considerably but that this is not shown by the skin temperature method .
The disappearance of the pulsations in the digital arteries would suggest
it. Possibly sympathectomy directs the blood more superficially through
the finger skin and so makes it warmer.
4. As regards the benefit of sympathectomy for Raynaud's disease, it
must be remembered that the separation of the vessels from the vasomotor centre protects them from strong reflex vasomotor constrictor
stimulation excited by cold and emotion. It is to this that the undoubted
value of the operation may well be attributed.
·
So much for the early results of sympathectomy. Let us turn now
to the later ones. Two or three years ago the position was this. Paterson
Ross {1946) had stated that the results of a properly planned and correctly executed operation were permanent. Alexander, Furcolo and
Kuntz (19~8) had doubted if the operation (Smithwick 1940) completely
sympathectomized the limb. Haxton {1947) had demonstrated by means
of a skin resistance test the return of sympathetic control of the sweat
glands and stated that it was due to regeneration of the sympathetic
fibres. At this time through the kindness of Professor Sir James Lear-
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month, Mr. Patrick Fitzgerald and Mr. J. L Loughridge, we were able
to test 57 sympathectomized limbs to ascertain the completeness of the
section of the sympathetic nerves (Barcroft and Hamilton 1948a, b). In
he first place all limbs had a reflex heating test (Landis and Gibbon,
1933). The principle is as follows : When the body becomes warm the
hand flushes owing to release of the vasoconstrictor tone in the hand by
the vasomotor centre. Completely sympathectomized hands cannot flush
as their vessels are disconnected from the centre. In practice the effect
.of body heating on the circulation in the hand can be assessed with the
plethysmograph. The blood flow is recorded before and at the end of
a period of intensive body warming. In normal hands the blood flow
increases many times. The result may be expressed by dividing the final
blood flow , say 24 cc. per 100 cc. hand per minute, by the initial flow ,
say 4 cc., i.e., 24/ 4 = 6, this figure being called the heating ratio, meaning that body heating caused a six-fold increase in hand blood flow. It
should be noted that in the completely sympathectomized hand the heating ratio is 1, since body heating does not affect the blood flow. Fig. 2
(left) shows in the top left hand corner typical heating ratios on some
normal hands. The results on the sympathectomized limbs are also
shown . They have been plotted in order of increasing time interval b~J
tween the time of the operation and the time of the test. These results
show rather a remarkable thing. Namely, that they fall into two groups.
Those obtained in the first nine months after operation, showed heating
ratios of almost 1; those obtained at longer intervals, some with heating
ratios of about 1 but a number with much larger ratios. That is to say,
sympathectomy appeared to be complete for the first nine months but
after that in many limbs the path to the vasomotor centre appeared to
be re-established.
Fortunately, we were able to use the sudomotor test for sympathetic
innervation on these same limbs and so to check the results of the vasomotor test. The principle of the test is that the current flowing through
the skin from a small battery is a direct function of the amount of moisture present. The amount of moistness is dependent upon the secretory
impulses conveyed along the sympathetic fibres to the sweat glands. In
practice the test is done as follows: The ulnar nerve is blocked and the
current through the acutely denervated " control " skin measured. The
.current is also measured through the " test" skin of the other fingers in
which sweating is encouraged by bod y warming. The amount of current
pa:ssing through the control skin is subtracted from that passing through
the test skin and the resulting " current difference" is a rough measure of
,the amount of moistness of the tesr sk in which resulted from the activity
of its sympathetic supply. It should be noted that the current difference
after a complete sympathectomy using this simplified circuit is zero. Now
turning to Fig. 2, in the lower part on the left, are the current differences
of a number of normal hands. All of them are quite considerable. Next
.to the right are the current differences for the 57 sympathectomized limbs
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arranged as before. For the first nine months after operation the current
differences are about zero, later quite large current differences were recorded in many limbs.
The results of the vasomotor and sudomotor tests just described
seemed to us proof (a) that the operation did in fact virtually completely
.sympathectomize the hand for some months, (b) that later reconnection
with the centres in the brain bec.ame established in many hands. However, these findings were criticized on the grounds that the better results
.in the most recent operations might have been attributable to improvements in surgical technique. That this is not the explanation is shown
hy Fig. 2 (right). Here we see the results of the tests performed on the
limbs within nine months of operation compared with others obtained in
the same limbs 1 to 1Y2 years later. When re-tested there was evidence
of the return of vasomotor and sudomotor reflexes to many of the hands.
A few comments on the implication may now be made. The fact
·that none of the limbs tested showed any sympathetic activity for several
months after operation is a most satisfactory vindication of the operative
technique (Smithwick, 1940). The fears of Alexander et al. (1938) that
the sympathectomy might not be complete, based upon experiments on
the cat seem groundless. Moreover, nerve paths described by Skoog
;(1947) and by Boyd and Monro (1949) cannot normally provide any
.significant proportion of the sympathetic innervation of the hand.
How much of the original sympathetic control of the blood vessels
.of the hand returns? Very approximately we may say that the vasodilatation that could be induced in the sympathectomized hand examined
.nine months or more after operation was only about 1;4 that which was
obtained in normal hands. To some extent this may have been due to
restriction of vasodilatation by disease, but more probably the recovery
of sympathetic control was only partial, the operation having damaged
the syf!ipathetic beyond more than a makeshift repair. That recovery of
sympathetic control is only partial is strongly suggested by the clinical
results achieved in the limbs which exhibit Raynaud's disease.
No attacks since operation .............. 21
Attacks but relief ... ...... .. .. .. ....... ........ 14
Attacks no relief ................................ 4
Many of the limbs in which there had been no vasospastic attacks since
operation exhibited, when tested 9 months or more later, a return of
vasomotor or sudomotor reflexes or of both. The most likely explanation is that the recovery of the sympathetic control was very limited,
enough to show up on a delicate test, but insufficient to precipitate attacks.
Just how the centres in the brain re-establish connection with the
vessels and glands is not known. Simmonds and Sheehan (1939) have
stressed the possibility of regeneration. Kay, Hinsey & Geohegan (1943)
suggested that new paths might develop from a higher level in the spinal
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cord. Certainly the sympathetic exhibits powers of regeneration altogether surpassing those of ordinary somatic fibres. For example, Lee
(1929) severed the cervical sympathetic in the cat and placed the ends
one on either side of the sternomastoid. Several months later stimulation
of the proximal end caused dilatation of the pupil and histological section revealed new fibres bridging the gap going around and through the
muscle. In man too there is evidence of a remarkable power to regenerate for Smithwick operating upon a case of previous splanchnicectomy
discovered the clip put on the stump of the nerve at the first operation
embedded in what must have been a new nerve (White, 1950). Haxton
(1947) was of the opinion that regeneration was the factor because he
obtained vasodilatation in the hand following novocaine block of the site
of previous removal of the sympathetic ganglia. However it must be
repeated that the regeneration is probably only very partial and that most
of the sympathetic path is destroyed for good with what may be lasting
benefit to the patient. Since this work was done a similar report has
appeared by Felder, Simeone, Linton & Welch (1949) on a large number of Raynaud·s cases investigated at the Massachusetts General Hospital.
So far we have dealt with sympathectomy in relation to diseases of
the hands and feet. We may now say a few words about its performance
for intermittent claudication. There has been a good deal of doubt as
to whether the blood vessels in human muscle are enervated by the sympathetic. The first evidence that they were was reported by Wilkins and
.Eichna (1941 ). They found that body heating induced reflex vasodilatation in the forearm eaFlier than in the hand and thought that the
vasodilatation in the forearm was therefore probably not in the skin but
in the muscle. The point is of sufficient basic importance to physiology
and surgery for us to examine more fully . One of my colleagues, W.
McK. Bonnar, subsequently killed in a flying accident, was mainly re.sponsible for a further proof which is as follows (Barcroft, Bonnar and
.Edholm 1943) . First the blood flow in the right and left forearm in a
group of subjects was measured. The results were averaged and found
.to be approximately equal as shown in the top left hand corner of Fig. 3.
:rhen the deep nerves (median, radial, ulnar) to the forearm muscles
were blocked on one side and once more the flow on the two sides was
estimated. The averaged results on the blocked side were about double
those of the control limbs (Fig. 3, top right). For this there appeared
to be two likely expla,nations: the hyperaemia was due either to (a)
anaesthesia of the motor fibres, paralysis of the skeletal muscle and
diminished resistance to the blood flow , or (b) anaesthesia of sympathetic fibres and consequent release of vasoconstrictor tone in the blood
vessels of the muscles. Further experiments on subjects who had had
unilateral upper limb sympathectomies enabled us to come to a decision .
.first the blood flow was measured in the normal and sympathectomized
forearms and found to be almost equal (Fig. 3, bottom left). Then the
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deep nerves on the sympathectomized side were blocked. This did not
.cause hyperaemia in the blocked s·ympathectomized limbs (Fig. 3, bottom
.right), on the contrary, their blood flow fell a little below that in the
controls. Yet the skeletal muscles were paralysed. Therefore the hyperaemia that took place after nerve block in the normal forearms (Fig. 3,
top left) must have been due to paralysis of the sympathetic fibres. To
complete the proof, the experiments were repeated in normal limbs in
·which the circulation to the skin had been suppressed by adrenaline electrophoresis. Fig. 3 shows that, in the blanched limbs, paralysis of the
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.deep nerve likewise more than doubled the blood flow and this increase
must have been deep to the skin in the muscles. The conclusion was that
human muscle had a sympathetic supply and that in the resting subject
it mediated impulses from the vasomotor centre which kept the vessels
partially constricted. Further work a year or two later, mainly due to the
initiative and experimental skill of Dr. 0 . G. Edholm, showed that
muscle blood vessels have vasodilator as well as vasoconstrictor sympathetic fib res (Barcroft & Edholm, 1945) . The crux of the matter may be
seen in Fig . 4. It shows the changes in the forearm blood flow during
posthaemorhagic fainting. The dotted vertical line marks the time at
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which the faint was fully developed. It will be seen that the average
blood flow in the nerve block forearms (circles) before fainting was
nearly double that in the normal ones (dots). This was due to the abolition of the normal vasoconstrictor tone owing to paralysis of the sympathetic path from the vasomotor centre. During fainting the blood
flow in the nerve block forearms fell passively with the fall in blood
pressure. In the normal ones, on the other hand , the blood flow increased . If this increase had been solely due to the cessation of vasoconstrictor impulses, the blood flow in the normal forearms should have
become equal to that in the nerve block ones. But actually it became
much greater - nearly double. The inference was that the vasomotor
ce!ntre but not only released constrictor tone but also excited active vasodilatation.
Whether or not sympathectomy does good in intermittent claudication is still a clinical problem (Dornhorst 1950). Further investigation
seems all the more worth while now that it is known for certain that the
sympathetic is concerned in the regulation of the muscle vessels.
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THE CHANGING PICTURE
IN PNEUMONIA
NELLES

J.

ENGLAND,

M.D., F.R.C.P. (C)

Osler in the 5th edition of The Principles and Practise of Medicine,
published in 1902, stated " Lobar pneumonia is an acute infectious disease
characterized by inflammation of the lungs, toxaemia of varying intensity
and fever that terminates abruptly by crisis" . He further stated "Lobar
pneumonia is a self limited disease which can neither be aborted nor cut
short by any known means at our command" . The mortality rate at the
turn of the century was in the neighbourhood of 200 per 100,000 population yearly. Complications were frequent.
In contrast to the above picture a current definition of pneumonia
might read, "A respiratory infection characterized by pulmonary consolidation, varying physical findings in the chest, radiological evidence of
areas of increased density within the pulmonary fields, and usually responding dramatically to the administration of chemotherapy or antibiotics. The mortality rate at the present time is in the neighbourhood
of 15-20 per 100,000 yearly. Complications are relatively rare.
It has been stated that lobar pneumonia as it was known a comparatively few years ago, no longer exists today. To the newer generation of
physicians it is a strange thought that thirty years ago 507o of the patients
in mid-winter in the wards of any teaching hospital were typical examples
of lobar pneumonia. The number of cases is greatly reduced but possibly the greatest transformation has taken place in the length and course
of the disease. At the present time it is often difficult to find a case with
the physical signs of pulmonary consolidation for teaching purposes and
the typical course of the condition is rarely seen, the crisis being induced
in the first 24 to 48 hours by the use of chemotherapy or antibiotics
rather than occurring in the natural course of events from the fifth to
the tenth day.
The change in pneumonia as a disease has occurred chiefly in the
past ten years during which time tremendous advances have occurred in
therapy. Advances came rapidly from serum to the various sulfa drugs,
penicillin, streptomycin, and still more recently to the newer antibiotics
aureomycin and chloromycetin. At the time of the introduction of sulfapyridene in 1937, serum was being widely used in the treatment of
pneumococcal pneumonia. While many cases showed spectacular responses there were many discouraging failures and the gross mortality
in large series of cases was not convincingly affected although in some
types a substantial reduction in the mortality rate was achieved. It was
felt that-a combination of serum with the sulfas would further lower the
mortality rate but controlled series failed to substantiate this belief and
it was with the advent of penicillin that the use of serum was practically
.abandoned.
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With these basic facts in mind I want to deal briefly with pneumonia
froqt the following aspects, ( 1) A general review of the current picture
prevailing in the pneumonias with special reference to that relatively new
entity in the pneumonia field , namely Primary Atypical Pneumonia, (2)
Some important considerations regarding differential diagnosis and (3)
A few words about complications.
First let us consider the picture of the pneumonias as we are currently presented with them . Cecil who did much work in the field of
pneumonia stated in 1921, " If I must have pneumonia I am indifferent
whether it shall be lobar or bronchopneumonia, nor am I particularly
concerned whether I have two lobes or three lobes involved , but I do
care very much whether my infection is caused by Friedlander's bacillus
or pneumococcus type 4 and furthermore if streptococcus is the causative
agent I am very anxious to know whether it is Streptococcus haemolytims
or Streptococcus viridans" . This statement of Cecil's was made before
the advent of modern specific therapy. Today the bacteriology of pneumonia is still more important because the different organisms which may
cause pneumonia differ widely in their sensitivity to the sulfonamides
and antibiotic materials. The choice of the most effective therapy in a
given case will therefore depend to a considerable degree upon the
nature of the causative bacteria.
A satisfactory classification of the pneumonias stresses aetiology
rather than anatomical distribution and divides them into three large
groups. The first of these is that g roup in which the aetiological agent
is a pneumococcus and as you are aware, this is the offending organism
in 90 to 951t of cases of lobar pneumonia. These are the patients who develop an acute pulmonary infection with typical history of onset, viz., chills,
fever, pleural pain and a typical clinical picture which is familiar to you
all and requires no further elucidation. With sulfa or penicillin therapy
these patients are on their way to recovery in 48 hours with an abrupt
fall in fever and marked improvement in their clinical condition. The
physical findings in the chest will vary with the location and extent of
the pneumonic involvement and the time of institution of specific therapy
and may never progress to the stage of frank consolidation. Usually
within 10-14 days the patient will be over his acute infection, the chest
will be clear both clinically and radiolog ically and given a varying additional period of time to regain his strength the patient will be fully recovered. An analysis of cases at the present time indicates that it is rare
for the young healthy adult to die of pneumococcal pneumonia. The
group which provide the mortality are seen in those patients, usually the
older age g roup, who suffer from other pathological conditions as cerebral lesions with hemiplegia, coronary thrombosis, renal failure, congestive heart failure, metabolic upsets, etc.
The second group of pneumonia cases is that group in which the
aetiological bacterial agents are not susceptible to the sul fa or antibiotic
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agents which are being used in treatment. Ideally all cases of pneumonia
should have bacteriological investigation of the sputum before the institution of therapy. Certainly any case which is not responding satisfactorily after 48 hours of sulfa or penicillin should have smears and cultures of the sputum done to determine the offending organism and if the
patient is not in hospital or for some reason cannot be admitted to hospital we should remember that the Provincial Health Dept. provides
sputum containers and will carry out bacteriological investigation upon
request. Among the organisms which may be encountered in this group
are Friedlander's bacillus (B. mucosus capsulatus) , H emophilus influenzae, the tubercle bacillus, anaerobic streptococci, and certain staphylococci. Admittedly this group forms a relatively smaller group than the
first mentioned above but at the same time an increasing ly important
group of the so-called "failure" cases. The failure is not on the part of
the treatment being given but on our part because we do not recognize
the underlying cause for the failure. Once the aetiological agent is
isolated the most efficient therapy that can then be applied is a combination of sulfa and streptomycin in Friedlander infections; streptomycin,
paramino salicyclic acid along with other anti-tuberculosis measures in
tuberculosis, pneumonia, etc.
The third group of pneumonia patients _which we see today fall into
that relatively new classification, namely primary atypical pneumonia of
unknown aetiology. The nomenclature of this disease has been varied
and confusing and has included influenza! pneumonitis, virus pneumonitis, interstitial pneumonitis, or simply pneumonitis. To do ·away
with this confusion the Surgeon General of the United States Army in
1942 designate~ the entire group, "Primary Atypical Pneumonia, Aetiology Unknown". It is probable that the disease has occurred for many
years but that it has only been recognized within the past 10-15 years
due to the increasing availability and use of chest radiography, particularly during the past war. Reports of a similar pneumonia extend back
into the nineteenth century and numerous writers have mentioned pneumonias with similar pathological pictures including some of those
occurring in the 1917 " flu " epidemic. The aetiology, pathology, and
clinical picture of the disease differ from those of the bacterial pneumonias. It is fairly well accepted that the disease is caused by a virus
and it presents the same type of picture as is seen in several other
pneumonias of known viral aetiology namely "Q" Fever, Psittacosis,
Influenza, etc. The gross pathology is that of an acute tracheobronchitis
with exudate lining the trachea and larger bronchi and a generalized
inflammatory reaction of the mucous membranes of the upper respiratory
tract. The microscopic picture is that of an interstitial pneumonitis, the
alveolar walls being infiltrated with monocytes and plasma cells with
later some extravasation of these cells into the alveoli. The great difference between virus infections of the lungs and bacterial pneumonias
is that in the former the chief lesion is an interstitial inflammation as
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evidenced by lymphocytic and mononuclear infiltration of the walls of
the bronchioles and the lung framework with a varying degree of
alveolar oedema, whereas in the bacterial pneumonias, the infective
agent is in the alveoli and the lesion is a cellular and fibrinous exudate
which lines and fills the alveolar spaces.
From the clinical standpoint the typical picture of bacterial pneumonia with pleural pain, haemoptysis, and signs of pulmonary consolidation is rare. The patient often feels miserable rather than sick, runs a
fever anywhere from 99 to 104 degrees but often low grade, with a dry
hacking caught initially productive of scant sputum; he shows fatigability,
substernal oppression, and early in the course of the disease little in the
way of abnormal physical signs in the chest. X-Ray of the chest as early
as 36-48 hours following the onset of the process will show areas of
infiltration in the pulmonary fields which are not infrequently multiple.
At the end of 7-10 days fine and medium moist rales will usually appear
in the involved area but may be quite transient lasting in some cases for
only 24 to 36 hours. The reason for this late appearance of physical
signs appears to be that the pneumonic process usually begins in the
central or hilar areas only later spreading into the peripheral zones where
it can be detected by the examining stethoscope. Decreased air entry
into the affected area is another sign of importance and occasionally
impairment of percussion note and signs of frank consolidation with
bronchial breathing may occur but these are rare. Corresponding approximately in time with the appearance of physical signs in the chest
the cough usually becomes more productive, the sputum more greenish
yellow and on occasions blood tinging may occur.
The diagnosis of primary atypical pneumonia can usually be made
by the typical history, course, physical and X-Ray findings. The white
blood count is of great assistance being characteristically low as compared to the elevated counts of the bacterial pneumonias. The absence
of offending aetiological organisms from the sputum is characteristic.
Further diagnostic aid is found in two laboratory tests, namely cold
haemagglutination and Streptococcus MG agglutination. These are
mort highly specialized laboratory procedures and are not generally
available. The substances responsible for these reactions usually appear
in the blood serum during the second week of the disease and maximal
titres are found in the third and fourth weeks from onset. Both the frequency of positive reactions and the height of the titre which develops
seem to be directly related to the severity of the disease. Cold haemagglutination is demonstrable with serum from about 35 to 55% of patients
with primary atypical pneumonia. These tests may be of help in diagnosis but can not be considered 100% diagnostic, as a positive reaction
may occasionally occur in other infections.
Primary atypical pneumonia could well be described as a disease of
low mortality and high morbidity. Convalescence is characteristically
slow and it may take the patient several months to regain his normal
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strength and vigor. For practical purposes complications do not occur
although pleural effusions have been described in varying numbers of
cases. Treatment is symptomatic with an adequate period of rest and
follow-up X-Ray of the chest until complete resolution. These patients
are usually treated for several days with sulfa or penicillin and this does
no harm and as a matter of fact may be the turning point in causing one
to decide that he is dealing with a virus pneumonia due to the lack of
response to this treatment. Once the diagnosis is firm, sulfa and penicillin should be discontinued as they are of no value in altering the course
of the disease. More recently aureomycin and chloromycetin have been
shown to be of definite value and may shorten considerably the duration
of the illness and are of special value in the 7 to 10% of cases in which
the illness is of a more severe nature with extensive pneumonic infiltration, severe dyspnoea, and more alarming general reaction. Dosage of
aure mycin in these cases i 3 to 4 grams on the first day of treatment
and 2 grams daily thereafter for 4 to 5 days. The response is gradual
and takes 4 to 5 days for noticeable improvement.
Secondly let us consider a few important points pertaining to the
differential diagnosis of pneumonia. Foremost in our minds, particularly
in the older group of patients, should be the possibility of bronchogenic
carcinoma. With bronchial obstruction secretions become stagnant,
ciliary action becomes inhibited, and infection may supervene. At the
of cases of bronchogenic carcinoma are felt to be
present time 50
operable at the time of diagnosis, at operation only 25 ~ of cases are
found to be resectable, and at the end of three years only 57o are living.
An y pneumonia ~ hich runs an abnormal clinical course as to fever,
haernoptysis, delayed resolution, development of pleural effusion, or
signs of pulmonary atelectasis must be thoroughly investigated for tumor
by all recogni zed means, and thi represents one way in which the present staggering mortality figures for bronchogenic carcinoma may be
reduced. The importance of remembering respiratory infections as a
finger pointing to malignancy is shown by the high percentage of
patients with bronchogenic carcinoma who have a respiratory infection
as the initial symptom of their malignancy or who suffer from respiratory infection before the diagnosis of malignancy is made.
In the younger patient especially if there have been previous attacks
of pneumonia or if there are supportive signs or symptoms bronchiectasis
must be considered. It is well to remember that pneumonia superimposed on bronchiectasis frequently does not respond to therapy as well
as a classical case and the response to penicillin may not be as clear cut.
This in all probability is due to the presence of a mixed bacterial infection. If necessary bronchiectasis may be ruled in or out by lipiodal
mapping .of the bronchial tree following adequate resolution of the
pneumonte process.
And finally in differential diagnosis we must remember that every
patient with pain in the chest, cough, and haemoptysis is not necessarily
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suffering from pneumonia. During the past few years the frequency of
phlebothrombosis in the leg veins and resulting pulmonary infarction
has been recognized and particularly its occurrence in bedridden medical
patients has been stressed. When one is on the lookout for it, its frequency of occurrence is truly amazing. The emboli of course vary in
size and therefore produce varying symptoms. An attack of pleural
pain with or without an audible friction rub due to a small embolus is
probably one of the commonest clinical pictures. With increase in size ·
of the dislodged piece of clot and subsequent increase in the size of the
infarcted area, haemoptysis, physical signs of consolidation and
X-Ray evidence in the form of so called plate atelectasis may occur. At
times the differential diagnosis may be difficult. However if one carefully considers the history and physical findings and in addition looks
further to such things as temperature and pulse chart, white blood count,
character of the sputum, loudness of the pulmonary second sound, X-Ray
and E.C.G. changes, and bacteriological findings in the sputum, and
especially if recurrent episodes have taken place or if calf tenderness can
be elicited, one can be strongly suspicious of pulmonary embolization
and may at times institute life saving therapy with venous ligation and/
or anticoagulants.
Thirdly a few words about complications. Generally speaking in
the new era of antibiotic therapy the incidence off complications has
been greatly reduced. Such things as meningitis, arthritis, endocarditis,
secondary to pneumonia are now rarely seen. Empyema which was formerly of common occurrence has been reduced in incidence from in the
neighbourhood of 5% of cases to around l ey( . A high percentage of
empyemas can now be successfully treated by repeated instillations of
penicillin into the pleural cavity. It should be emphasized however that
this does not apply to all cases and merely because an empyema cavity
is sterilized does not mean that the empyema is cured and in the event
·that reabsorption of fluid is not taking place properly or that loculation
.is occurring, or that there is evidence of increasing pleural thickening
with increasing restriction of chest movement, open drainage should not
be delayed.
In the preantibiotic era the occurrence of small serofibrinous pleural
effusions accompanying a pneumonia was not uncommon. These usually
absorbed slowly without drainage or at least following one paracentesis,
and were looked on as part and parcel of the pneumonic picture. However it would appear that pneumonia, pneumococcal or otherwise is a
more common cause of sterile nonpurulent effusions since the introduction of chemotherapeutic and antibiotic agents than was formerly the
case. Differential diagnosis of these post pneumonic sterile effusions
from other causes such as tuberculosis, intrathoracic carcinoma, congestive cardiac failure, and other indeterminate causes is difficult. Especially
is this so if the patient has had chemotherapy at home for a suspected
pneumonia and is admitted to hospital after the effusion has developed.
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In trying to make a decision as to the responsible aetiological agent the
clinical history is a good diagnostic guide e.g. duration of illness before
the effusion was first demonstrated, mode of onset of the illness and
response to sulfonamides or antibiotics where these were used. On the
other hand pathological investigation of the fluid itself as to microscopic
appearance, cell counts, diffferential cell counts, etc. are of little value
except in cases where the tubercle bacillus is isolated; and it has been
shown that the pleural fluid in any one case can be duplicated in another
of differing aetiology. One would wonder if these serofibrinous effusions are not really empyemas aborted by killing of the organisms by
antibiotic agents before they get a foothold. Probably in the pre-penicillin days many of these cases would have been full-blown empyemas.
Pulmonary abscess as a complication of pneumococcal pneumonia
has always been rare and this situation continues. Abscess is much more
prone to occur in some of the other bacterial pneumonias and indeed
some of these as Friendlander's, Staphylococcal, etc., are prone to go on
to abscess formation and in some of these, unfortunately, we still have
difficulty in controlling this tendency. Bronchiectasis as a complication
of pneumonia perhaps should be mentioned. Blades has described what
he terms "reversible bronchiectasis" in which with lipiodal studies he
has demonstrated bronchiectatic dilatation of the bronchial tree during
the convalescent period of atypical pneumonia and with repeat studies
some months later bas shown the bronchi to have reverted to normal.
It would seem to me that true bronchiectasis develops rarely if at all
following atypical pneumonia. The position of bacterial pneumonia in
the aetiology of bronchiectasis is a different problem. It has, I believe,
been pretty well established that atelectasis is the all important initiating
aetiological factor in bronchiectasis. Undoubtedly in the past, especially
in children, pneumonia with accompanying atelectasis has frequently
provided the background for the production of bronchiectasis. In our
present era of improved therapy and more complete follow-through of
pneumonia cases to resolution with chest radiography it would seem
that fewer cases of bronchiectasis should arise following pneumonia.
In conclusion let us summarize in the following points:

(1) The introduction of sulfa drugs and antibiotics has materially altered
the course of the bacterial pneumonias and greatly lessened the
mortality rate.
{2) In the bacterial pneumonias the aetiological organism is the all important factor and if a case of pneumonia is not responding to
treatment we should suspect one of two things, either that the diagnosis is in fault or that we are dealing with one of the resistant
organisms e.g. Friendlander's bacillus, tubercle bacillus, or various
others.
{3) Within the last twelve years the new entity, primary atypical pneumonia has been recognized and is forming an increasingly higher
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percentage of the pneumonia cases seen. The importance of its
recognition and therapy is stressed.
( 4) Differential diagnosis has become increasingly important with our
advance in therapeutics and chest surgery. Bronchogenic carcinoma,
bronchiectasis, and pulmonary infarction are some of the more important possibilities which should be entertained.
(5) Complications have been greatly reduced and post-pneumonic
empyemas are now rarely seen. On the other hand sterile serous
effusions following pneumonia are now more common than formerly and may cause difficulty in differential diagnosis and treatment.

ABSTRACI': THE EVALUATION OF PANCREATIC FUNCI'ION TESTS
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J. SNAPE, M.D.,
Philadelphia

] .A .M .A . 145 :876-879, 1951.

The more specific pancreatic function tests are based on a study of the
enzymes elaborated by the pancreas
in the blood urine, faeces and duodenal
contents.
It is pointed out tha·c the reserve of
the pancreas is quite remarkable and
therefore the tests have great limitations. The di ea es tested for are (1)
inflammatory or (2) neoplas·tic. The
changes of function produced are
either (1) insufficiency or (2) an obstructive phenomenum. Insufficiency
is usually due to an advanced diffuse
lesion. The obstructive mechanism
re ults from (1) an acute inflammatory process or (2) neoplasm localized
in the head of the pancreas. Therefore, a patient with a mild inflammaory proces which is not tested early
in the disease an d chronic mild di sease give normal results.
In advanced pancreatic insufficiency
both duodenal and serum enzymes
will be diminished. In the obstructive

proce s duodenal enzymes are diminished but serum enzymes are elevated.
A imple method of testing pancreatic function is stool trypsin studies.
If it i present, the gelatin of an X-ray
film is digested. The details of the
te t are given.
The rise in serum and urine amylase
and li pa e in acu te pancreatitis is
chought to be due to increased ferment
re orption becau e of oedematous obstruction. The increase in serum
amyla e is felt to be an accurate test
now.
In chronic recurrent pancreatitis the
serum amylase will be raised in exacerbations but in some cases it will remain
hig h in remissions.
Very low levels may be found in
advanced pancreatic di ease. In about
1/3 of patients with carci noma of the
head of the pancreas and in nearly all
with ampullary cancer, serum amylase
is raised.
The remainder of the paper discusses the ecretin test which is as yet
quite cumbersome and ariable according to the writers but hows promi e
for more dependable te ting.
- J. G. FRIO, M .D, '5 0.

LEUCOTOMY A LA MODE ... OR THE EYES
NO LONGER HAVE IT
By R. M.

BURGESS,

' 52

It was a tall mountain, and Herman had been struggling up it for
days. His consuming intent on reaching the top made him oblivious to
the six gleaming skeletons clanking along behind him, neatly spaced
on the rope which dangled from his waist. You see, originally, Herman
had been on the end of the rope, but the fresh mountain air, coupled
with the vigorous exercise, had worked up such a whale of an appetite
that, without his dexedrine, the poor boy just couldn't control himself.
Several hours dragged by in this manner, with Herman et aJ wending their way upward (sprinkle this description with clinks, clanks,
_groans, and wheezes to suit the taste) when suddenly Herman looked up
and there it was - the peak - a shimmering spire of granite poised in
readiness to deflate any unwary cloud which might venture too close and, in one triumphant lunge, our hero cleverly drove the uppermost
three inches of mountain through the centre of his sweaty brow, and
slowly sank into a deep, deep calm.
The patron saint o£ psychiatry was working overtime that day, for
who should pass by at that precise moment but Julius P. Freudlink,t
on his way home from the office. Slipping his helicopter into neutral,
he scampered down the ladder, and cordially invited our Herman to join
him in a spot of schnapps. Being a very obs~rvant fellow , he had already begun to notice marked personality changes in our hero (all the
more remarkable since he had not seen him preoperatively) and his alert
business sense told him that this sort of thing would sell. Being uncertain as to whether or not the change was reversible, he was loath to
separate Herman and the mountain, so he sawed off a foot of rock,
bundled the ersatz unicorn into the co-pilot's seat, and headed for home,
Herman's erstwhile companions streaming in the breeze much like a
banner over a baseball game, an impressive testimonial to the tonic-like
quality of mountain-climbing?
From this humbl.e, and totally haphazard beginning has developed
one of .the great therapeutic modes of all time - leucotomy! You all
know it well - the patient enters your office with the usual complaint:
"Doc, my personality stinks - fix me up, willya." - You place him on
a comfortable stool near a clean window, ~ipe off a sharp arrow, take
aim and let fly - shplunk! reel it in, scrape off the layer of neurones
(into a bottle, so that he can show it to the boys at the pool-hall) and
brightly say, "There now, feel better - or should we try the other eye
while we're all set up?"
This somewhat revolutionary procedure has had many far reaching
effects - it has even penetrated the sacred chambers of our municipal
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legislatures, to the extent that, whereas children were formerly forbidden
the pleasure of popping each other in the eye with air rifles on the contention that such constituted nefarious behaviour, they are today limited
only by the need for a licence to practise psychosurgery. In fact, while
listening to the radio the other night I overheard an announcer say,
"Kiddies, are you getting tired of your little playmates? Do they bore
you? Do you wish you had someone new to romp with? Don't fret.
Take them out and line them up against the back fence, load up your
Red Ryder Repeater, and -ah-ah-ah-ah-ah- you have a whole new gang
of personalities to play with. And don 't forget, if you develop your aim
well enough, you will still have the other eye to work on when you get
llred of this crew."
Having thus briefly discussed the origin and present status of this
fascinating field of therapy, allow me to close by tossing in your collective laps a suggestion as to its future possibilities.
Now, we have all witnessed the dramatic results to be obtained from
conventional psychosurgery. Most of us have also felt the enormous
impact upon society of the recent Kinsey report. Should the following
hypothesis prove true, some of the deplorable conditions unearthed by
the latter may soon be a matter of slight concern to all. There is a popular remark among the laity that "so-and-so's brains are all in his feet",
the inference being that, while said individual may be an exceptionally
fine dancer, otherwise he is a total loss. It takes but a slight stretch of
imagination to see the possibility that other ( un) fortunate individuals
may be similarly endowed with ectopic cerebral tissue in more vital parts,
and that their resultant preoccupation - a constant source of friction
in a society such as ours - mjght be entirely relieved by a simple twistthe transurethralleucotomy!
Think of it ! ! Those poor souls, whose lives have been studded
with fractures incurred while being forcibly ejected from Nurses' residences all over the world, could be converted to rational, outdoor sports
by a single " fly-by-knife" flick of the wrist.
As-a-matter-of-fact, if you'll excuse me, I've got a roommate who ...
1

2

The millio naire uphol terer who held the mo nopoly on littl e red couches.
Juliu s also owned the local resort lodge, and cou ldn't pass up a bit of free advertising.

MORE ON SYMPATHECfOMY
We have cut and we have gashed,
We have swabbed and we have slashed,
We've revelled in the craft of surgery;
Oh, we've erred and we have blundered,
We've had sutures torn and sundered,
But we've studied tomes of man's anatomy.
We are artists with the knife,
(Knife and surgeon- man and wife),
But we're also students of philosophy;
We see no use in living
If in living we'd be giving
Up the very thing that's made man what he be.
Man's an ever-loving creature,
Be he prince or be he preacher,
Love calls the tune that whorls the world around;
It's a battle of the urges
When a man comes down with Buerger's
For among the several treatments we have found
Is a ticklish operation
Curing men of every stationIt's a double lumbar sympathectomy.
He will not lose his life,
And he may not lose his wife,
But he'll never ven ture forth upon a spree
With his buddies and his pals
In his search for winsome gals
No, he'll never even cast a wayward glance.
And it's not that he is sterile,
For he's not - he's just not viriJe;
He's through with love, he's washed up with romance.
So now hark, you budding Osiers,
Lend an ear onto us oldsters:
If you wish the praises of posterity;
If you cherish the Good Life,
Never think to use the knife
In a double lumbar sympathectomy!
-C. S. BucK, '52.
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VESALIUS FOUR CENTURIES LATER
THE WILLIAMS AND WILKINS COMPANY, BALTIMORE, 1950. 108 pp.
JOHN F. FULTON, LAWRENCE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS PRESS, 1950. 52 pp.
In 1949 Mrs. Logan Clendening presented to the School of Medicine
of the University of Kansas a sum of money to establish a lectureship on
the history and philosophy of medicine in memory of her husband, the
late Dr. Logan Clendening. This book represents the initial series of
lectures.
The first lecture recounts the life of Vesalius, describing in particular his battle against accepting tradition as the supreme authority in
medicine. It also describes his famous publications in the field of
Anatomy. The second lecture is an interesting history of the outstanding
medical men of the eighteenth century who advanced knowledge in the
fields of physiology, pathology and internal medicine.
This small book is interesting and very readable. It is hoped that
future lectures will also be made available.
-A. lANSING, '53.

PHARMACOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS
ARTHUR GROLLMAN, LEA AND FEBIGER, PHILADELPHIA, 1951.
828 pp., illus. 104.
Dr. GroHman states in the preface that this volume is intended to
be a textbook adequate for the needs of the medical student and practitioner desirous of an up-to-date coverage of the subject of pharmacology.
This book has indeed fulfilled his aim.
Emphasis is placed on the pharmacology of the therapeutically important drugs. Those drugs which are of little clinical importance but
whose actions illustrate fundamental concepts of pharmacology are also
included. The volume gives a comprehensive description of the properties, actions, indications and contra-indications of the sulfonamides and
the antibiotics. Another section is devoted to hormones and the drugs
acting on the endocrine organs. The last chapter summarizes the prophylactic and therapeutic use of vaccines, toxins and antitoxins.
-M. CHARLTON, ' 53.

WILLIAM WITHERING OF BIRMINGHAM
T. WHITMORE PECK AND K . DoUGLAS WILKINSON,
JoHN WRIGHT & SoNs LTD., BRisToL, ENGLAND. 1950. 240 pp.
The authors of this book are mainly interested in presenting an
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authentic and accurate biog raphy of William Withering. Original correspondence and excerpts from the doctor's treatises are reproduced intact to reveal family history, interests and activities.
The most interesting chapter concerns his treatise on foxglove, the
plant from which he obtained digitalis. Much of the original paper concerning his clinical experimentation with the great drug is includep. The
report is classic in style and matter and reveals clearly his profound
clinical insight and therapeutic wisdom.
Life in the industrial and prog ressive town of Birmingham in the
eighteenth century is also reconstructed. Brief histories are given of
contemporaries of Dr. Withering who made outstanding scientific contributions during that period.
-J. BEGER, ' 53.

BLOOD GROUPS IN MAN
R. R. RACE AND RUTH SANGER,
BLACKWELL SciENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS LTD., OXFORD, 1950.
290 pp., tables 88.
This book brings up-to-date and clarifies the experimental work on
all the systems of blood groups and gathers much valuable information
together in a single volume. The history of blood grouping is given but
emphasis is placed on more recent investigations.
The distribution of blood group antigens in the body and the relation of blood groups to disease is discussed. Many tables are presented ;
particularly interesting are those of possible offspring from matings of
parents in different groups.
The simple and lucid style of the authors in spite of the intricacy of
the subject is highly commendable. Heavy mathematics is skilfully
evaded . The volume will be of great value to the geneticist and the research worker in this field .
-W. McJANNETT, '53.

TUBERCULOSIS AND OTHER PROBLEMS OF PEDIATRICS

ARVID w ALLGREN,
THE WILLIAMS & WILKINS CoMPANY, BALTIMORE, 1950. 108 PP·
This book published for Vanderbilt University contains the Abraham Flexner Lectures given by Dr. Wallgren, professor of paediatrics of
the Royal Caroline Medical Institute of Stockholm in Sweden. It gives
a wealth of statistical evidence in support of B.C.G. and of the relationship of erythema nodosum to tuberculosis. The reader can not help but
be impressed with Sweden's more advanced approach to the elimination
of tuberculosis from the sociological, psychological and medical aspects
as compared with that in North America. In addition, the author presents Sweden's approach to the problem of the illegitimate child from
the medical, social and cultural viewpoints.
Graphs, tables and excellent bibliographies on the topics discussed
add to the value of this small text. All who are interested in paediatrics
should include this book by the highly-qualified Professor Wallgren in
their reading lists.
-J. BoYES, ' 53.
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ABSTRACT: FOOT PROBLEMS IN YOUNG CHILDREN
E. L. COMPERE, M.D.,

Rocky Mountain M. J. 47:747, 1950
Dr. Compere points out in his article
that many flat feet in children are normal. He states that if the foot is
flexible, has good muscle control, and
the os calcis is not tilted into a varus
or valgus position, the congenital
hereditary or racial type of · flat foot
will stand as much hard usage without
producing pain or other disability as
does the foot which we are accustomed
to think of as having a normal arch.
From birth till about age three years
the normal child has a flat foot, the
longitudinal arch being filled with a
pad of fat.
The child who walks "pigeon toed"
and who doesn't have a muscle imbalance producing real metatarsus
varus or club foot is actually unconsciously using muscles which strengthen the arches. Hence the author advises not to discourage this.
He discusses the physiology of the
human foot in which the weight bearing surface of the foot acting as a
tripod. The three points of the tripod

are the os calcis, heads of fourth and
fifth metatarsal and head of first metatar al. It is important not to oversplint
the child's foot with heavy narrow
shoes but to allow the child to exerci e all the muscles of the foo·t in the
be t way possible and that is by going
barefoot when weather permits, in
grass, sand, or soft earth. Tennis
shoes should only be worn for short
period .
A high top shoe is a splint to the
ankle and thus by limiting active movements weakens the ankle.
Structural support in almost all instances of weak foot, painful flat foot,
or eversion foot, can be obtained in an
Oxford with a strong leather sole, a
long counter Thomas heel and an inner side wedge. There must be ample
room for toes, adequate width and
length and the heel portion should fit
snugly.
He points out also that knockknees occasionally are caused by pronated and everted feet and can be corrected by this type of shoe.
-]. D. HARE, M.D.C.M., '5 0.
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OBSTETRICAL ANESTHESIA
-pudendal block
Incorporation ofWydase in the anesthetic
solution conferred the advantages of:

e Simplified technique

e The nerve need only be closely approximated-not injected directly

e Child breathes spontaneously
• Effect is rapid

e No local or systemic reactions
observed 1
1. H.-., H. C.,

Jr.: S..lb C..U.. M. A. 46:J09, 19»

Because it breaks down the barrier to
diffusion of fluids WYDASE,
the "Spreading factor"
( 1) facilitates hypodermoclysis, and

(2) simplifies local anesthesia
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UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO
LONDON

CANADA

The
nive rsity, fol! nded in 1878, has been co-ed ucational si nce its
inception. It has three Faculties- Arts and cience, Medi cine, and Public
H ealth. Tht>re are eight affiliated coll eges. Four of them give a complete
fou r-yea r co ur c leadi ng to an .'\ rts degree. O ne (Alma) is a J unior College
offeri ng the first two years' work only. Two offer music ( Western O ntario
o n ervatory and M usi c Teachers' College) and one I S a theo logica l onl y
( H uron).
The po twar urge for higher educa tion has increased the tota l registratio n of the University in the last decade from 2,283 ( 1936-37 ) to 4,400
(19~0-1951). Th•s expan io n dema nds a coree ponding ex pansion in bu ildings, equipmenL And taff ; hence the current drives in all d ivisions of the
niver ity, the constituent coll eges and affiliated colleges alike.
For particu13rs r~garding admission requirements, courses of stu dy,
fees. scholarship , etc., write T HE REG I TRAR.

BECK MEMORIAL SANATORIUM
A VOLUNTARY HOSPITAL OF 600 BEDS. FOR THE!
TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOSIS
Provides diagno tic services, M ~dern medical and Surgi cal Trea tmen t of all
forms of Tubercu lo.;is. Specialist D epartments fo r Chest Surgery,
Ortho paedic care and Medic:1l Atten tion.

linical and X-ray Labo r:ttories for Research and D iagnosis.
ose and Throat Service.
Eye, Ear,
Preventorium for Child ren.

OliTPATI ENT DEPARTMENT
Cli nic

ervices in everal centres with follow-u p advice, diagnosis of
Contacts and us pectcd cases of Tuberculosis.

LO ' D ON

When writina advettisen pluse mention University of Western

ONTARIO

On~rio

Meclical Joumal.
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London Coat & Apron Supply
Commercial Launderers and
A Complete Linen Service

UNIFORMS

APRONS

TOWELS

Servicing IVestern Ontario

98 CARUNG STREET, LONDON

2-630 5

"It Pays To Keep Clean,

The Old Firm operalitzg under its Neur Name

PRINTING
LONDON
LIMITED

226 KING STRUT

LONDON, ONTARIO

Metcalf 17H-1724

Dial 2-2696--2-2697

Stationery Supplies for the Professional Mao.
Printing executed in a distinctive manner.

Envelopes

N ote Paper
Ledger Sheets

BiJlbeads
Index Cards

Statements
Circulars

and Printing of Every Description
Wb~n

writing advertisers pluse mention Univenity ol Western Ontario &&dical Joamal.
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Sanitarium
In addition to a thoroughly modern
sci nti6c approa h to th pati nt's
probl m , Homewood tr
the
advantage or a homelike en ironment Cor nervous and mild mental
disorders, psychoneurosi and a
limited n umber or habit cases and
C8
or
nilit all under the
indiv id u a l care of P s cbiatric
pecialists and Ph icians and a
competent P cbiatric taff. All
modem tberap i a aiJable, including P choth rap , Insulin, Electrobock and E lectronar is combined
with excellent Occupational and
Recreational facilities. Homewood
i
ituated in over 90 acr
or
beautiful woods and Ooweringlawns,
and provides accommodation Cor
o r 200 patients. Pby ician and
those interested are invited to visit
Homewood or to write for Ill!
illus trated Folder to :
F. H. C. BAUGH, M.D.C.M.
Medical Supt.

Start With The Commerce
Doctor who are either opening up or expanding in bu iness
are cordially invited to open an account at The Commerce.

Its

600 branches across Canada are constan tly in touch with widely
cattered communities.

Therefore, The Commerce stands ready

to help in e ery way pos ible with it many ervices and facilitie .
Talk ove r your plans with your Commerce manage r to·day.

The Canadian Bank of Commerce
London , Ont.

W. H. R. Savage, Manager

Wbeo writinJ adverrisen please meDlioo University of WH<em Ontario Medical Journal.

Jltow 10 times
more spermicidal
The addition of a new dispersing agent potentiates the spermicidal
efficacy of Ortho-Gynol by increasing the dispersability of its active
principle. We've been shipping the new Ortho-Gynol for the past
several months. Your pharmacist has it now in the new distinctive
Ortho-Gynol package.

The most widely prescribed vaginal jelly
Active ingrediellfs: Ricinoleic Add 0.75% Boric acid 3.00%
p-Diisobutylphenaxypalyethaxyethanal 1.00%
Oxyquinaline sulphate .025%
pH 4.5

PHARMACEUTICAL CORPORATION
(CANADA) LIMITED
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TORONTO, ONT.
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